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Chapter Two 

L ater, Laura went to meet Ulrika’s client in the place 
Dauphine. It was Paris’s priciest square and the apartment 
here was Laura’s favourite. It occupied the entire second 

floor of one of the place’s lovely seventeenth-century 
buildings and was a hymn to wealthy good taste. 

Just walking across the lobby made you feel elegant. Laura 
loved the tap of her boot-heels on the marble floor and up the 
curving stone staircase that led to the apartment’s polished 
door. A polished door that, Laura now saw, a woman was 
standing outside. She seemed to be trying the door handle. 

‘Miss Gold?’ Laura called, scampering up the last few 
stairs. But it was already obvious that the woman now turning 
round was not the client. Carinthia Gold was a glamorous 
senior blonde with pale skin and a restrained personal style. 
This woman had tousled long black hair and wore a short 
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ruched red dress with silver high heels. The parts of her not 
caked in make-up looked dipped in Ronseal.

‘Can I help you?’ Laura called, as the woman clattered 
rapidly up the staircase in the direction of the apartments 
above. She was relieved when answer came there none. 
Something and nothing, no doubt. 

What had been demonstrated beyond all doubt, however, 
was that Carinthia Gold was not at home. Typical, Laura 
thought. Few Paradise in Paris clients credited her with a 
life of her own or the desire to do anything other than sit 
around waiting for them. The reverse also applied; clients 
were supposed to be checked out by Laura but frequently 
failed to stick to the rules. It was more than possible that 
Carinthia Gold had already gone. 

Laura let herself into the flat. The hall’s shining floor-
boards looked emptily back up at her. No key had been 
pushed through the letterbox. Had Carinthia taken that  
with her too? 

The sound of footsteps now sounded on the stairs outside. 
Laura opened the door just in time to see the mysterious 
black-haired woman clack across the lobby in her silver heels 
and disappear through the front door. She seemed to be in  
a great hurry.

Laura did not dwell on the episode. Parisian apartment 
blocks were full of strange people doing odd things. The 
Montmartre one where her grandmother had lived for the 
last fifty years was especially rich in idiosyncratic residents. 
Perhaps the woman upstairs had had a message for Carinthia, 
a note maybe, although, looking around, Laura could see 
nothing on the floor. 

She started her check-round. Soft grey panelling hung with 
gold-framed paintings lined the walls of the sitting room.  
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The moonlight looked so lovely that Laura paused before 
switch ing on the lamps. It shone in through the stately windows,  
its silver beams shimmering on the chandelier, glancing off 
the varnished lid of the harpsichord and gleam ing on the 
Venetian mirror. Had Carinthia Gold appreciated any of this?

Laura doubted it. She hadn’t seemed the appreciative type. 
She had arrived very late in the evening some days before. 
Waiting for her in the apartment, Laura had felt the mobile 
in her pocket buzz with a text. 

Miss Gold is at the front door. My best, Xanthe Vernon, 
PA to Carinthia Gold 

She had gone downstairs to find Miss Gold standing 
beside a people carrier in the lamplit street. Despite its being 
near midnight she was wearing enormous, intensely black 
sunglasses and tapping into a phone screen with thin gold-
ringed fingers. Her extreme slenderness was accentuated by 
narrow black trousers, accessorised with gleaming patent 
pumps and a snakeskin handbag dangling with gold trinkets. 
She did not look at Laura.

Three large, wheeled suitcases of gleaming black ribbed 
metal stood expectantly on the pavement. The taxi driver, 
grumbling audibly, was extracting another from the back of 
the people carrier.

A second text from Xanthe Vernon had shuddered into 
Laura’s mobile. Miss Gold would like you to take her luggage 
upstairs. My best, Xanthe Vernon, PA to Carinthia Gold

Ping. Miss Gold is wondering why you are just standing 
there. My best, Xanthe Vernon, PA to Carinthia Gold

Laura went to check the kitchen. The period elegance which 
informed the other rooms here gave way to uncompromising 
modernity. Harpsichords and chandeliers were all very well 
elsewhere, but no one wanted an eighteenth-century kitchen. 
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This one, accordingly, was all polished steel and the latest 
appliances. There were machines for grinding your coffee 
and slicing your truffles. There was an ‘intelligent’ wine rack 
which chilled your Pol Roger whilst maintaining at room 
temperature your Pétrus.

It didn’t look as if Carinthia Gold had used any of this, but 
Laura had been warned that she wouldn’t. Xanthe Vernon 
had sent messages to that effect as well.

The front door banged open. Laura dashed into the hall 
and almost collided with Carinthia, who glared at her. ‘What 
are you doing here?’ 

Laura explained about the check-out. ‘I thought you’d 
gone. I wouldn’t have let myself in otherwise. I’m sorry.’

‘I’ve been at a meeting,’ the other woman snapped.
One that hadn’t gone well, Laura guessed. She wondered 

what Miss Gold did. The existence of Xanthe, the PA, 
suggested she was a high-powered company director of some 
sort. She had that plain-clothes-with-fabulous-jewellery look 
that Laura associated with mistresses of the universe. Today 
she was wearing an elegantly simple, biscuit-coloured dress 
that ended bang on her bony knees. The lobes of both ears 
glittered with what looked like enormous diamonds, but they 
couldn’t be real, surely. A gold cuff gleamed on one thin arm 
and a status-symbol watch on the other – the type you never 
actually owned but looked after for the next generation. 

Ping! Miss Gold will be leaving now. Her luggage is in 
the bedroom. Kindly call a taxi for her and arrange for 
the bags to be taken downstairs. My best, Xanthe Vernon,  
PA to Carinthia Gold

Laura texted the usual cab firm and continued her check-
round of the flat. She was distracted by a muttered curse  
from Carinthia, who had pushed up her vast shades to scan 
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the contents of her bag. Her hooded, snake-like green eyes 
were narrowed in irritation. ‘Where the hell did I leave it?’ 

‘You’ve lost something?’
‘No shit, Sherlock,’ Carinthia snapped, nastily. 
‘What was it?’ Laura politely persevered.
‘My wallet. Must have left it in the cab just now. Bugger.’ 
‘Do you remember the name of the cab company?’
‘No!’
‘Might Xanthe?’
‘Who?’ 
‘Your PA,’ Laura prompted. 
‘Is that what she’s called? God, you must be joking. Hardly 

knows what day it is.’
As there was little else she could do, Laura pulled a 

sympathetic face and continued checking round. In the master 
bedroom, where the enormous metal cases were lined up 
against the wall, she glanced under the sleigh bed. You often  
found hairbrushes and pairs of knickers there. Nothing 
today, though. 

Wait…
Was there a shape under there, something small? Right in 

the middle of the floor? Yes. Definitely. With her arm fully 
extended, she could just about touch it. 

The something was cool and slippery. She walked it 
towards her under her fingers and finally pulled it out. It was 
a long wallet of beautifully soft black leather, sealed with a 
circular gold clasp. 

Laura rubbed it on her jeans to get rid of under-bed dust 
and hurried back into the hall. Carinthia was standing with 
her back turned, tapping into her phone. She did not look up. 

‘Is this your wallet?’
Carinthia’s head flew up. ‘Where…?’ 
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‘Under the bed.’
Something strange was happening to Carinthia’s face. 

Something strained. Something strained, painful and possibly 
unaccustomed. It was, Laura eventually realised, a smile. 
‘That’s actually quite honest of you,’ she said. ‘You knew 
that I thought I’d lost it. There’s money in it, you could easily 
have kept it. You obviously need it.’

Was it that evident? Laura felt even more messy and scruffy 
next to this polished and elegant woman. Carinthia gave an 
airy wave. ‘Oh, you don’t look it. Your hair’s actually not 
too bad. That blunt, slightly uneven look can be hard to get 
right. Who does it?’ She raised a hand and ruffled her own 
brass-coloured bob.

‘Ciseaux de cuisine,’ Laura said, quick as a flash. Kitchen 
scissors. 

‘Caesar de who? Never heard of him. Where’s his salon?’
Laura smiled. ‘In Montmartre.’
‘Quite a nice shine.’ Carinthia walked around her, studying 

it. ‘I’m guessing Caesar’s using bee venom serum?’
Actually it was plain old white-wine vinegar diluted with 

warm water. Her grandmother swore by it; swore by beer 
too. ‘Better on your hair than your hips,’ she would say with 
the Frenchwoman’s distaste for the Englishman’s notoriously 
calorific tipple.

‘Caesar de Cuisine,’ Carinthia mused, tapping into her 
screen. ‘Nothing’s coming up. He’s obviously one of those 
very cool, off-grid ones.’ She looked up. ‘Now, where were 
we? Oh yes. Money. I’m guessing you need it, because you 
let me in the other night. It was late, past midnight. Anyone 
prepared to hang around like that must be pretty hard up.’

Laura was surprised she had noticed. She hadn’t seemed 
to, at the time. 
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‘Not much of a job, is it?’ Carinthia went on. Laura 
reluctantly admitted that it wasn’t. Carinthia tapped her 
elegant foot. ‘Can’t you get anything better? You’re obviously 
an intelligent girl.’

Warmed by the unexpected compliment, Laura found 
herself conf essing her journalistic ambitions. What was there 
to lose? Carinthia was about to leave and they would clearly not  
meet again. 

She was half-expecting Miss Gold to look scornful, but she 
seemed interested. ‘I can see that. Your father was a foreign 
correspondent, so you want to be a reporter too.’

Laura nodded. ‘But I can’t see how.’
‘Got any writing experience?’ 
She explained about the blog. Carinthia tapped her screen 

and peered thoughtfully into it for a while. Then she looked 
up. ‘Ever considered magazines?’ she asked, narrowing her 
snake-like eyes at Laura.

‘Magazines?’ Laura repeated stupidly. 
‘It’s a way in. You report for the glossies. There’s a great 

track record of magazine journalists going on to newspapers. 
And vice versa, actually.’

Laura had never thought of this. It didn’t quite make 
sense to her. Magazines were all about fashion and make-up. 
Neither was her particular area of expertise. 

‘Magazines are about all sorts of things,’ Carinthia stated 
once Laura had stuttered this out. ‘There’s beauty and 
fashion, as you say, but also proper reporting. And of course 
the papers follow us. Quite slavishly, actually. Lots of stories 
you see in newspapers were in magazines first.’

Us? ‘You work on a glossy magazine?’ 
Of course, this was Paris Fashion Week. Magazine editors 

came from all over. And that one was standing in front of her 
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was obvious now. The sunglasses. The PA. The Devil Wears 
Prada manner.

‘I am the editor of Society,’ Carinthia said grandly. ‘And 
the newspapers have followed my stories lots of times. Get 
me a Unicorn!’ Laura was startled. It wasn’t a service Ulrika 
offered.

‘I’m not sure...’ she began.
‘No, no,’ Carinthia looked irritated. ‘Get me a Unicorn! 

was the headline for one of my exposés. An investigation 
into top concierge companies.’ She paused, before adding 
proudly, ‘I got Editor of the Year for that.’

‘Wow,’ said Laura, impressed. She hadn’t seen the piece, 
but she had seen Society. She had read it at boarding  
school.

Many of the girls had magazine subscriptions, so there 
were always piles of them in the day room. Society was 
the most unashamedly glamorous of all the glossies, full of 
fabulous parties and beautiful people living perfect lives in 
wonderful houses. It was a dazzling, ditsy, dashing world 
light years from any thing Laura knew.

‘And I might be able to offer you a job, if you want it,’ 
Carinthia added, even more grandly.

‘A job?’ Laura gasped. Was she hearing right? A job on 
Society? She had never even imagined working somewhere 
like that.

‘As an intern of course. You work your way up. But it’s 
a start. And who knows? Come up with the right idea, get 
asked to write the story, make the headlines, you can see how 
it works.’

Laura could hardly speak, so dazzled was she by this 
fabulous vision. Yes, she could see exactly how it worked. 
She had always been good at ideas; she had come up with 
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hundreds for Ulrika. She would come up with hundreds more 
for Carinthia, and they would become huge features stretching 
over endless pages illustrated lavishly with photographs and 
flagged up on the cover. Newspapers would pick up these 
stories and start giving her work too; she would become a 
famous reporter. It was all so easy, so obvious. The future 
rolled out before her like a sparkling carpet, glittering with 
possibility. ‘Thank you,’ she managed at last. 

Carinthia waved her wallet. ‘One good turn deserves 
another. Come to the office, we’ll get it set up.’

The editor wasn’t just waving her purse now. She was 
getting something out of it and handing it to Laura. A card  
with the Society logo on it: elegant interlinking black  
capitals. Below it were the words ‘Carinthia Gold, Editor in 
Chief’. The address was Society House, Winchester Square, 
London W1.

London. Panic surged through Laura. She hadn’t thought 
of that. She had vaguely imagined filing her headline-
grabbing stories from Paris. 

‘I can’t,’ she stammered lamely. 
Carinthia was bending to pick up some glossy designer 

carrier bags. She paused to stare. ‘Can’t?’ she echoed acidly. 
‘Why ever not? Have you nowhere to stay in London?’  
She made it sound like a personal failing. 

‘It’s not that.’ There was Caspar’s offer, for what that was 
worth.

‘So what is it then?’ 
‘I’ve got my grandmother to look after.’ 
‘Your grandmother?’ The editor’s face was a picture of 

disbelief. 
‘She’s ninety-three. There’s only me to look after her.’
‘Do you quite realise what you are turning down? There 
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are girls in London who’d do anything for an internship on 
Society.’ The snake eyes were boring into Laura. ‘And believe 
me, when I say anything, I mean anything.’

Laura was almost weeping. ‘I’m sure. And I would so love 
to do it. But I can’t.’ 

Her phone now chose this moment to burst into a cheery 
computer-generated pop salute. Carinthia’s cab was here. 

Carinthia pulled down her shades; the subject was closed. 
Dejectedly, Laura went to open the apartment door to start 
wheeling the heavy suitcases out. 

Carinthia sailed past and down the stairs. When Laura 
finally got outside with the cases, she was already enthroned 
in the people carrier. The windows were tinted, but Laura, 
struggling with the luggage alongside the taxi driver, could 
see the glow of her phone screen. She was forgotten. Carinthia 
was back in her own glossy world.

The driver started up the engine. Laura turned away to 
begin her heavy-hearted trudge to the Métro. 

‘Laura Lake!’ It was Carinthia’s voice. The editor had 
wound down her window. Her expression, behind the big 
dark glasses, could not be guessed at.

‘If circumstances change, get in touch.’ 
Laura eagerly assured her that she would. But as the cab 

rounded the corner her shoulders slumped with guilt. There 
was only one event that would change her circumstances. 
And that did not bear thinking about. 

Laura arrived back home to find the tiny, white-painted 
apartment silent. Her grandmother had gone to bed. 

She took off her beige trench and hung it on a hook by 
the door. Then she prised off her ankle boots and tiptoed in 
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striped-socked feet over the polished floorboards. The door 
of the one bedroom was ajar. She stuck her head in.

The night being warm, the bedroom’s French windows 
were open on to the sliver of balcony and its wrought-
iron railings. The sound of voices, the snarl of a motorbike, 
drifted up from the street. The long white curtains, lifted by 
the breeze, billowed softly back into the room, touching the 
edge of the bed. 

In it her grandmother lay sleeping under a coverlet massy 
with pink roses. As usual she wore men’s pyjamas – small-
sized and made of soft white cotton edged in piping of palest 
blue. ‘Better made, better value and infinitely more elegant 
than nightdresses.’

Laura regarded her fondly. Mimi looked nothing like her 
incredible age. While she believed that a woman should not 
fear growing old, this didn’t mean that age shouldn’t be 
argued with. Her hair was a case in point. Mimi did not go 
to Caesar de Cuisine but to a lady round the corner who cut 
it into a perfectly smooth side-parted bob. ‘The messier the 
face gets, the neater the hair should be,’ Mimi would quip, 
pointing to her wrinkles. 

The same moonlight that had shone on the splendours of 
the Dauphine flat now turned Mimi’s white hair to silver. 
Laura bent and dropped a soft kiss on her grandmother’s 
unconscious, very clean cheek. ‘Never go to bed without 
taking off your make-up’ was what Mimi claimed she wanted 
on her gravestone.

Her grandmother’s faint but distinctive perfume still in her 
nostrils (‘a woman should pick her scent by thirty, then stick 
with it’), Laura looked out of the open window. Before her, 
brilliant white against the dark night sky, the illuminated tops 
of the Sacré-Coeur domes rose above grey mansard roofs.  
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It was, Laura often thought, like a scene from An American 
in Paris. Or the set of La Bohème.

She went into the tiny kitchen. Mimi’s apartment was five 
floors up in a nineteenth-century building perched high on 
the Butte Montmartre. From this height, one could see the 
whole of Paris. 

It was a view whose every millimetre Laura knew by heart. 
She had seen it in all weathers, all seasons and at all hours, yet 
she never tired of it. Its drama and beauty always struck her 
afresh. She could never decide whether she liked it better by 
day or, as now, at night. She preferred Notre-Dame at night, 
its great carved façade glowing with light. But Les Invalides 
was best on the type of bright, blue-skied winter’s day which 
set the gold dome decorations blazing. The Eiffel Tower was 
wonderful all the time, rising from the jumble of buildings 
like a strange, vast, metal flower. By day its lacy ironwork 
stood black against the white Paris sky, its top often lost 
in cloud. By night, every hour on the hour, it danced with 
thousands of glittering lights. Laura loved seeing the great 
solid construction dissolve into quivering illuminations and 
now, as if on cue, it did just that. Eight minutes later the 
magic would stop and the tower would be dark again. But for 
those eight minutes there was nothing like it, and nowhere 
in Paris had a better view of it. Not even the palatial place  
Dauphine apartment.

Laura thought with a pang of Carinthia Gold, now rattling 
towards London in her first-class Eurostar compartment.  
But there was no point crying over spilt champagne. 

She was staying put in Paris. And now she was going to 
have supper.

Mimi had promised to make soupe de poisson today.  
On the little hob stood an aluminium pot, and beneath its 
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lid a thick terracotta liquid gave off a rich scent. Laura got 
a spoon from the drawer and slipped it in, closing her eyes 
as the flavours exploded on her tongue. Garlic, tomatoes, 
thyme. The aniseedy tang of dill. Marjoram and the best olive 
oil they could afford. ‘Never stint on the basics,’ Mimi would 
say. ‘For the best taste you must build from the bottom.’

Many of the soup’s building blocks would have come 
from Raquin on rue Lepic, a long-established family-run 
fishmonger whose big tiled windows, six days out of seven, 
were heaped with sea-fresh wares. Men in blue caps, white 
overalls and big yellow Wellingtons sold thick-shelled oysters,  
clams from barrels, pink piles of prawns, and silver fish 
beached on jagged shores of broken ice. Mimi had been 
shopping there for half a century and her loyalty earned her 
as many shells, bones and other flavour-rich scraps as she 
cared to ask for. Simmered and strained, it was this stock 
that made the soup so delicious. 

Laura switched on the kitchen lights: a row of four sus pen-
ded over the wooden counter. The soft, rosy glow that now 
filled the kitchen was another of her grandmother’s beauty 
tricks. Mimi bulk-bought pink bulbs and put them in every 
lamp in the flat. This made it impossible to read anything, 
but, she insisted, cast a flattering glow on the face. ‘So much 
cheaper than plastic surgery!’ 

La vie en rose, Laura thought fondly. The soup was hot now 
and she ladled some out. She took the bowl to the window, 
raised the spoon to her lips and savoured the wonderful 
flavour while looking out at the glittering lights below.  
How could she even think of leaving?


